Using the Library to Promote Creative Scholarship

The following essay tells the story of a university library uniting the research and scholarship of its community and showcasing that work through an elegant, professional, and highly visible gallery designed through the talents and experience of campus arts partners. The KU Libraries Exhibits Program is a collaborative effort based on the understanding that all creative endeavors in the KU community are complemented and reinforced by the rich collections of the libraries. The vision for the exhibition program was articulated and developed in 2007 under the guidance of KU Dean of Libraries, Lorraine Haricombe. The dean’s goal was to solicit exhibitions both internal and external to the libraries that highlight the strength of the libraries’ collections and promote the creative scholarship of our campus community. The program was to be run by committee: six members from the library faculty and staff, and one graduate student from the Museum Studies program. Three ex officio appointments were made from the facilities, conservation, and communications/ advancement departments. In addition, one faculty member, chosen from the KU Department of Design, was invited to serve as a committee member for the first year.

The committee was charged to:

- Create an innovative exhibition space
- Collaborate with other peer institutions both on and off the KU campus
- Raise awareness of current events
- Nourish intellectual, aesthetic and creative growth
- Celebrate local and global accomplishments and events
- Promote non-traditional formats such as virtual, 3-D and other new media
- Encourage scholarly and educational use of the KU Libraries

In order to successfully develop this multi-faceted interdisciplinary exhibits program it was clear that we would need to draw on the knowledge and skills of our campus partners. We hoped to expand knowledge about library collections, faculty and student scholarship, and our internal and external partners.

Create an Innovative Space

It has been my experience that artistic people can often be found working in libraries. In the KU Libraries we have poets, weavers, graphic designers, creative writers, wood carvers, musicians, quilters and printmakers – to name just a few. Three members of the original exhibits committee had art degrees, but the creative thinking of the committee did not stop there. All members rose to the challenge of considering this new space in an imaginative, unexpected way. Our charge was to create a multi-purpose and accessible gallery space in the middle of a busy study area on the central floor of the main library. The first time the committee walked to the far end of the popular study area designated to hold the new gallery space, each member took a look around and wondered where to begin. “Why not
change the wall colors, rip up the carpet and take down the ceiling tiles to expose the pipes and duct work?” This would be the first of many suggestions we would receive from graphic design professor, Jeremy Shellhorn, to stretch our thinking about the new gallery. But others quickly joined in and it was decided: we would build the gallery - not by putting up walls but through visual changes that would define the space.

In the end, black carpet squares replaced the blue patterned carpet in the 14’ by 32’ space designated as the Library Gallery. The ceiling tiles were not removed but instead replaced with new tiles, existing north and south walls of the gallery were repainted – one blue and the other gold, and graphics were considered for each wall to brand the space. The committee decided to create a gallery logo for the north wall and to select a quotation for the south wall, one that would beckon and inspire library visitors. We sent a call out to library and teaching faculty asking for recommendations and in the end settled on the following quote from Samuel Johnson, “Curiosity is one of the most permanent and certain characteristics of a vigorous mind.”

When considering the design for our Library Gallery logo, we again looked to the talent and expertise of Jeremy Shellhorn. We spent a significant amount of time brainstorming about the design and how it would represent our vision for the gallery. We wanted something that would appeal to our wide audience base that included students, faculty, visiting scholars and community visitors. In the end, Jeremy came up with a design which gave us the bold brand we were looking for, combining old and new, fresh and formal and pointing to the architecture of the building without competing for the attention of the students studying in the library.
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Figure 3. Library Gallery Logo.

Jeremy’s contribution to the Library Gallery design was tremendous. The professional quality of the site is due in large part to his skill as a designer. To have contacted with a design firm for this service would have been outside the cost limits of our project, plus, it would not have enabled the rich collaboration that was key to the success of the project. Not only did Jeremy guide us through the large and small details of a challenging design project, he became our friend and colleague and developed a real understanding of our vision for the space. The success of the design was the result of many weeks of conversation and debate between seven people who came together through a shared interest to create a comfortable, flexible, long-lasting space to promote creative scholarship on our campus.
As we moved beyond the look and feel of the gallery into developing the effective and consistent quality of our new exhibition venue, we turned to our campus partner, the KU Spencer Museum of Art, widely considered one of the finest university art museums. The museum’s exhibition team came to the library and consulted on our exhibition space with particular attention to lighting and labeling.

The impact of our art partners on the final design of the Library Gallery cannot be overstated. When all was said and done, the gallery held 5 cases for analog material, a 52” plasma screen to display digital items, a stand-alone workstation for interactive materials and eight two-sided picture frames suspended from the ceiling for large format images. UV filtered florescent lights in the ceiling are covered with 3/8th inch lenses to diffuse the light and cut down on glare; original wooden, glass-topped cases were refinished and used for analog material; labels are consistently created following a standardized template and the library gallery logo graces the wall of the gallery as well as all posters, flyers and thank you notes distributed by the Exhibits Committee. There is also an accompanying website. This professional and gracious outcome would not have resulted without the unique creativity and knowledge of our art experts.

Figure 4. Library Gallery, north wall. Photo courtesy of KU Libraries
Research Snapshot

Creating the Library Gallery was a complex challenge but it was just the first phase of the Exhibits Program development and only the beginning of our continued partnership with the Spencer Museum of Art. Initially we chose topics that related to the museum’s exhibition schedule because that schedule had been set several years in advance. By borrowing the museum’s exhibition themes, we saw a way for the libraries to unite the scholarship on campus and show visitors that many campus resources existed around a chosen theme.

We wanted to provide a “snapshot,” as one faculty member put it, of the research generated by KU scholars and supported through the KU Libraries. We knew that materials in our exhibitions would represent only a small window into the KU generated research surrounding our selected themes. But we hoped to pique the interest and imagination of our visitors. In preparation for our first exhibition on environmental change, a call was made to all librarians to consider their collections and whether or not they had material pertinent to that subject. In the end, three subject specialists volunteered to highlight the following collections and discuss how each related to the study of environmental science: business and economics, political science and cartography. Each specialist suggested names of pertinent scholars, projects and institutes and they selected 10-15 collection items for display along with label information, a bibliography and a one page Bibliographer’s/Archivist’s Statement. This statement described the strengths and relevance of KU’s research collection on the chosen topic. Similar to an Artist’s Statement in a museum exhibition, the Bibliographer’s Statement provides the specialist with the opportunity to showcase the collection as well as his or her depth of knowledge and understanding of the given subject.
We then worked to engage faculty members, alumni and students by highlighting their research and scholarly efforts. KU scholars were identified from a wide range of disciplines such as business and economics, art and design, geography, environmental studies, physics and world history and were then invited to showcase their published work. The interdisciplinary nature of the program has proven critical to its success. It supports the basic mission of the libraries, to serve as “… dynamic partners and campus leaders in advancing inquiry and learning for KU, for the state of Kansas, and for an ever-expanding community of world scholars.” By highlighting the work of selected faculty and students, the libraries remind exhibit visitors of KU’s strength as a research institution and, at the same time, reminds academic departments that the KU Libraries are their partners and friends.

Providing a scholarly “snapshot” of a particular research topic also provided an opportunity to collaborate with other organizations both on and off campus. With every exhibition we install, we first identify internal and external partners whose missions are germane to our topic. Partners may include other cultural venues, student clubs, campus research centers and/or related community organizations. The digital format is critical to our ability to showcase the work of our partners. Because the Library Gallery does not have 24 hour dedicated security, we do not display primary resource materials. This means that partners supply us with digital images of their original items which we either print and display with the analog materials or add to the slide show which runs on the gallery plasma screen. As we have done with the Spencer Museum of Art, flyers and brochures are exchanged and information about the respective efforts and events of each partner can be found on all of our websites. The result of these collaborations? Our snapshot becomes more robust and the collections and research of our partners is promoted in a new and effective way.

Figure 8. Kansas Collection Curator, Sherry Williams, speaking at the 1861: Kansas from Statehood to Civil War opening reception, 2011. Photo courtesy of KU Libraries
In the second year of the program, we began inviting a speaker to present at the opening reception of each exhibition. Again, it is another way to promote the knowledge and skills of KU community members. Each speaker is asked to talk about his or her research and to mention, briefly, the way libraries have assisted his or her work. Not surprisingly, libraries have played a key role in the research journeys of all of our speakers and they are pleased to talk about how critical that role is. This has added great value to our opening reception program and is enjoyed by all attending.

Bringing It All Together
We have seen conclusively the fruitful and productive results of our partnership with the KU Arts community. Our ambitious goal to create an elegant, professional and highly visible gallery was brought to fruition as a result of this partnership and the resulting space continually succeeds in bringing together and celebrating the scholarship of our research partners. The outcome of the program’s interdisciplinary focus has been both pleasurable and beneficial. Our outreach to colleagues has been met with enthusiasm. Without exception, everyone invited to showcase their work in the libraries has responded positively with quick praise for this outreach activity. Exhibitions in the Library Gallery have raised the libraries visibility and have allowed librarians and archivists to demonstrate their knowledge and expertise. In the short time the KU Libraries Exhibits Program has been in existence, many relationships have been realized and new partnerships born. The program successfully engages faculty, alumni and students by showcasing their research and builds effective partnerships with peer institutions by highlighting collections and encouraging future collaborations.